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Background of Vendor / Supplier 

Audio Solutions Inc. is the Upstate of South Carolina’s source for complete audio and 

visual production. They specialize in Corporate Functions, Weddings, Community Events, Private 

Parties and Music Festivals. From stages and audio equipment to lighting and visual displays, 

Audio Solutions Inc. can help with any kind of event a client is hosting. 

For the City of Greenville specifically, Audio Solutions Inc. is our go-to supplier for our 

major festival, Fall for Greenville. Not only do they provide all of the audio and video production 

for our festival, but they also build stages with lighting and audio equipment based on maps of the 

entire festival site which we provide them. 

 

How the vendor / supplier stands out over all other vendor / suppliers 

Audio Solutions Inc. stands out over all the rest because of their dedication to our event 

and the professionalism they bring to their work. When we use Audio Solutions Inc, they make 

us feel as though our event is the only event going on. Situations have arisen where our event is 

the same weekend as another large event and regardless of the changes we ask them to make 

(adding stages, changing musician schedules, etc.) they always accommodate us as if we are the 

only event in the area.  

The wide variety of services is also an aspect of Audio Solutions Inc. that sets them apart 

from other companies. At Fall for Greenville, they manage numerous stages complete with 

lighting and audio production as well as hands-on assistance fulfilling the various technical 

needs of musicians. 

 They are incredibly efficient and professional during both set up and breakdown. We 

provide them with a map of the site and where the stages (built stages as well as mobile stages), 



audio, and visual equipment should be located in certain areas, and give them a load-in 

timeframe. Not only do they arrive on time, but they provide an army of organized workers that 

come in and set up in a timely manner. During breakdown, they are equally as professional and 

timely as they are with set up. 

When many components of an event can be incredibly high stress, Audio Solutions Inc. 

puts us at ease with how well they accommodate every aspect of what they provide for us.  

 

Quantity and quality of service and support to event by vendor / supplier 

Audio Solutions Inc. provides Fall for Greenville with six stages of various sizes and so 

much more. The quality of their audio/visual production equipment is extraordinary, so much so 

that we furnish many of our VIP and specialty areas with equipment that Audio Solutions Inc. 

provides. The quality of service provided by our contacts at Audio Solutions Inc. is one of the 

main reasons why the City of Greenville has selected to use Audio Solutions Inc. year in and 

year out. Whether it’s an email, phone call, text message, or meeting, the employees at Audio 

Solutions Inc. consistently exhibit professionalism, concern, and always respond in a timely 

manner. It is very rare that Audio Solutions Inc. has not been able to accomplish something that 

we’ve asked them to do. They always exhaust all the options before coming back to us with an 

answer.  

 

 

 

 

 



Length of relationship between vendor and event 

The length of the relationship between Audio Solutions Inc. and Fall for Greenville goes 

back to 1996 through the present. As the festival has grown, so has the relationship with the 

employees at Audio Solutions Inc. 

The team at Audio Solutions Inc. makes sure that the festival has everything it needs.  For 

example, a sponsor changed their mind the day prior to the festival about a stage signage setup, 

our contact at Audio Solutions Inc. assured us that everything would be taken care of.   

Throughout the years of the ever-growing festival, Audio Solutions Inc. has also been 

ready and willing to grow with it, changing and adapting their production to suit the needs of the 

festival. The longevity of our relationship with Audio Solutions Inc. makes planning prior to the 

festival that much easier and it continues to get easier every year as the festival grows.  

 

Tangible benefits of relationship to both event and vendor 

The tangible benefits of our long standing relationship with Audio Solutions Inc. is first 

and foremost the financial aspect that goes both ways. There is no other company that can match 

the quantity and quality of the equipment, workmanship, and expertise for the price.  Another 

tangible benefit is the relationships between the City of Greenville, Fall for Greenville, and 

Audio Solutions Inc. Fall for Greenville has had the same contact at Audio Solutions Inc. for the 

duration of the relationship. Even though there have been transitions within the City of 

Greenville, our contacts at Audio Solutions Inc. have remained the same and have been able to 

not miss a beat in any transitions.  

 



Audio Solutions Inc. produces world-class events across the Southeast including those for 

Fortune 500 companies, municipalities, and leading entertainment venues.  The company’s work 

shines at Fall for Greenville, their hometown festival, where they have the opportunity to work 

with local and regional artists and alongside other local businesses. The company’s vast 

knowledge along with their extensive inventory always helps to make Fall for Greenville a 

feature event every year.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


